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ABSTRACT
We construct intersecting D5-brane orbifold models that yield the (non-supersymmetric)
standard model up to vector-like matter and charged-singlet scalars. The models are
constrained by the requirement that twisted tadpoles cancel, and that the gauge bo-
son coupled to the weak hypercharge U(1)Y does not get a string-scale mass via a
generalised Green-Schwarz mechanism. Gauge coupling constant ratios close to those
measured are easily obtained for reasonable values of the parameters, consistently
with having the string scale close to the electroweak scale, as required to avoid the
hierarchy problem.
1D.Bailin@sussex.ac.uk
2G.Kraniotis@sussex.ac.uk, kraniotis@physik.uni-halle.de
The D-brane world offers an attractive, bottom-up route to getting standard-
like models from Type II string theory [1]. Open strings that begin and end on a
stack of M D-branes generate the gauge bosons of the group U(M) living in the
world volume of the D-branes. So the standard approach is to start with one stack
of 3 D-branes, another of 2, and n other stacks each having just 1 D-brane, thereby
generating the gauge group U(3) × U(2) × U(1)n. Fermions in bi-fundamental rep-
resentations of the corresponding gauge groups can arise at the intersections of such
stacks [2], but to get D = 4 chiral fermions the intersecting branes should sit at a
singular point in the space transverse to the branes, an orbifold fixed point, for ex-
ample. In general, such configurations yield a non-supersymmetric spectrum, so to
avoid the hierarchy problem the string scale associated with such models must be no
more than a few TeV. Gravitational interactions occur in the bulk ten-dimensional
space, and to ensure that the Planck energy has its observed large value, it is nec-
essary that there are large dimensions transverse to the branes [3]. The D-branes
with which we are concerned wrap the 3-space we inhabit and closed 1-, 2- or 3-
cycles of a toroidally compactified T 2, T 2 × T 2 or T 2 × T 2 × T 2 space. Thus getting
the correct Planck scale effectively means that only D4- and D5-brane models are
viable, since for D6-branes there is no dimension transverse to all of the intersect-
ing branes. In a non-supersymmetric theory the cancellation of the closed-string
(twisted) Ramond-Ramond (RR) tadpoles does not ensure the cancellation of the
Neveu-Schwarz-Neveu-Schwarz (NSNS) tadpoles. There is a resulting instability in
the complex structure moduli [4]. One way to stabilise some of the (complex struc-
ture) moduli is to use an orbifold, rather than a torus, for the space wrapped by the
D-branes. If the embedding is supersymmetric, then the instabilities are removed.
This has been studied [5], using D6-branes, but it has so far proved difficult to get
realistic phenomenology consistent with experimental data from such models. Unlike
D4-brane models on T 2 × T 4/ZZN , D5-brane models on T
4 × T 2/ZZN are necessarily
non-supersymmetric in the closed string sector [6] and contain closed-string tachyons
in the twisted sector. These tachyons may be a source of instability of the background
[7, 8]. We have nothing to add to current understanding of this point.
During the past year orientifold models with intersecting D6- and D5-branes
have been constructed that yield precisely the fermionic spectrum of the standard
model (plus three generations of right-chiral neutrinos) [8, 9]. (Other recent work
on intersecting brane models, both supersymmetric and non-supersymmetric, and
their phenomenological implications may be found in [10].) The spectrum includes
open-string SU(2)L doublet scalar tachyons that may be regarded as the Higgs dou-
blets that break the electroweak symmetry group, but also, unavoidably, open string
colour-triplet and charged singlet tachyons either of which is potentially fatal for
the phenomenology. The wrapping numbers of the various stacks are constrained
by the requirement of RR tadpole cancellation, and this ensures the absence of non-
abelian anomalies in the emergent low-energy quantum field theory. A generalised
Green-Schwarz mechanism ensures that that the gauge bosons associated with all
anomalous U(1)s acquire string-scale masses [11], but the gauge bosons of some non-
anomalous U(1)s can also acquire string-scale masses [9]; in all such cases the U(1)
1
group survives as a global symmetry. Thus we must also ensure the weak hypercharge
group U(1)Y remains a gauge symmetry by requiring that its gauge boson does not
get such a mass. In a recent paper [12] we constructed the first semi-realistic inter-
secting D4-brane orbifold models that satisfy these constraints. We found a unique,
one-parameter (n2) family of six-stack, intersecting D4-brane models having three
chiral generations of matter all of which are coupled to the tachyonic Higgs bosons
that generate masses when the electroweak symmetry is spontaneously broken. Such
models all have extra vector-like leptons, as well as open-string charged-singlet scalar
tachyons. They also have at least one surviving (unwanted) coupled, gauged U(1)
symmetry after spontaneous symmetry breaking. Relaxing the requirement that all
matter has the Higgs couplings necessary to generate masses at renormalisable level
allows us to construct models without unwanted U(1) gauge symmetries. In this case
there are also colour-triplet scalar tachyons as well as vector-like d quark matter.
Demanding both that there are mass terms at renormalisable level for all matter and
that there are no open-string charged-singlet tachyons generally requires models with
at least eight stacks of intersecting branes. These models predict ratios of the gauge
coupling constants that for some values of a parameter are very close to the measured
values. For these models the string scale must be close to the electroweak scale, and
stringy signatures should appear below this scale.
Intersecting D5-brane models differ in several ways from D4-brane models,
and it is natural to wonder whether orbifold models with them can do better than
with intersecting D4-branes, especially since D5-brane orientifold models have been
so successful. We start with an array of D5-brane stacks, each wrapping closed 1-
cycles in both 2-tori of T 2×T 2, and situated at a fixed point of the transverse T 2/ZZ3
orbifold. A stack a is specified by two pairs of wrapping numbers (na, ma) and (n˜a, m˜a)
that specify the number of times a wraps the basis 1-cycles in each T 2. When na and
ma are coprime a single copy of the gauge group U(Na) occurs; if na and ma have a
highest common factor fa there are fa copies of U(Na), or if ma (or na) is zero, then
there are na (or ma) copies of U(Na). The same thing happens if n˜a and m˜a are not
coprime. The number of intersections of stack a with stack b is given by Iab = IabI˜ab,
where Iab ≡ namb − manb and I˜ab = n˜am˜b − m˜an˜b are the intersection numbers of
the corresponding 1-cycles in each torus T 2. The generator θ of the Z3 point group is
embedded in the stack of Na branes as γθ,a = α
paINa , where α = e
2pii/3, pa = 0, 1, 2.
The first two stacks a = 1, 2 defined above, that generate a U(3)×U(2) gauge group,
are common to all models. We require that the intersection of these two stacks gives
the three copies of the left-chiral quark doublet QL. Then, without loss of generality,
we may take their wrapping numbers as shown in Table 1. We require that n2 is
coprime to 3 (n2 6= 0 mod 3), so that the U(2) group is not replicated. Besides the
first two stacks we have, in general, three sets I, J,K of U(1) stacks characterised by
their Chan-Paton factors: pi = p2 ∀i ∈ I, p1 6= pj 6= p2 ∀j ∈ J , and pk = p1 ∀k ∈ K;
the sets I, J,K are each divided into two subsets I1 ∪ I2 = I etc., defined [13] so that
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Stack a Na (na, ma) (n˜a, m˜a) γθ,a
1 3 (1, 0) (1, 0) αpI3
2 2 (n2, 3) (n˜2, 1) α
qI2
i ∈ I 1 (ni, mi) (n˜i, m˜i) α
q
j ∈ J 1 (nj , mj) (n˜j , m˜j) α
r
k ∈ K 1 (nk, mk) (n˜k, m˜k) α
p
Table 1: Multiplicities, wrapping numbers and Chan-Paton phases for the D5-brane
models, (p 6= q 6= r 6= p).
the weak hypercharge Y is the linear combination
−Y =
1
3
Q1 +
1
2
Q2 +
∑
i1∈I1
Qi1 +
∑
j1∈J1
Qj1 +
∑
k1∈K1
Qk1 (1)
where Qa is the U(1) charge associated with the stack a; Qa is normalised such that
the Na representation of SU(Na) has Qa = +1.
The cancellation of twisted tadpoles gives the constraints:
∑
a
nan˜atraceγθ,a = 0 (2)
∑
a
nam˜atraceγθ,a = 0 (3)
∑
a
man˜atraceγθ,a = 0 (4)
∑
a
mam˜atraceγθ,a = 0 (5)
and this is sufficient to ensure cancellation of the cubic non-abelian anomalies. For
the D5-brane array given in Table 1, the first of these constraints (2) gives
2n2n˜2 +
∑
i∈I
nin˜i =
∑
j∈J
njn˜j = 3 +
∑
k∈K
nkn˜k (6)
The mixed U(1) anomalies are cancelled by a generalised Green-Schwarz mechanism
involving the exchange of fields that arise from the dimensional reduction of the
twisted two-form RR fields B
(k)
2 , C
(k)
2 , D
(k)
2 and E
(k)
2 that live at the orbifold singu-
larity [6]. These fields are coupled to the U(1)a field strength Fa of the stack a by
terms in the low energy action of the form
nan˜a
∫
M4
Tr(γk,aλa)B
(k)
2 ∧ TrFa (7)
mam˜a
∫
M4
Tr(γk,aλa)C
(k)
2 ∧ TrFa (8)
3
man˜a
∫
M4
Tr(γk,aλa)D
(k)
2 ∧ TrFa (9)
nam˜a
∫
M4
Tr(γk,aλa)E
(k)
2 ∧ TrFa (10)
where γk,a ≡ γ
k
θ,a and λa is the Chan-Paton matrix associated with the U(1) generator.
The couplings determine the linear combination of U(1) gauge bosons that acquire
string-scale masses via the Green-Schwarz mechanism. For the D5-brane array given
in Table 1 the coupling (7) to B
(k)
2 is

αpk

3F1 +
∑
k1
nk1n˜k1Fk1 +
∑
k2
nk2n˜k2Fk2 −
∑
j1
nj1n˜j1Fj1 −
∑
j2
nj2n˜j2Fj2


+αqk

2n2n˜2F2 +
∑
i1
ni1n˜i1Fi1 +
∑
i2
ni2n˜i2Fi2 −
∑
j1
nj1n˜j1Fj1 −
∑
j2
nj2n˜j2Fj2



 ∧B(k)2 (11)
We require that the U(1)Y gauge boson associated with the weak hypercharge given
in eqn (1) remains massless. Consequently, the corresponding field strength must be
orthogonal to those that acquire Green-Schwarz masses. Thus we require that the
wrapping numbers satisfy the constraints:
n2n˜2 +
∑
i1
ni1n˜i1 =
∑
j1
nj1n˜j1 = 1 +
∑
k1
nk1n˜k1 ≡ T11 (12)
Combining these with the tadpole cancellation constraints (6) gives also
n2n˜2 +
∑
i2
ni2n˜i2 =
∑
j2
nj2n˜j2 = 2 +
∑
k2
nk2n˜k2 ≡ T12 (13)
It follows that the sets J1 ∪ K1 and J2 ∪ K2 are both non-empty. Requiring also
that the weak hypercharge field strength is othogonal to the other combinations that
acquire Green-Schwarz masses, we obtain the constraints
3 +
∑
i1
mi1m˜i1 =
∑
j1
mj1m˜j1 =
∑
k1
mk1m˜k1 ≡ T41 (14)
3 +
∑
i2
mi2m˜i2 =
∑
j2
mj2m˜j2 =
∑
k2
mk2m˜k2 ≡ T42 (15)
n2 +
∑
i1
ni1m˜i1 =
∑
j1
nj1m˜j1 =
∑
k1
nk1m˜k1 ≡ T21 (16)
n2 +
∑
i2
ni2m˜i2 =
∑
j2
nj2m˜j2 =
∑
k2
nk2m˜k2 ≡ T22 (17)
3n˜2 +
∑
i1
mi1n˜i1 =
∑
j1
mj1n˜j1 =
∑
k1
mk1n˜k1 ≡ T31 (18)
3n˜2 +
∑
i2
mi2n˜i2 =
∑
j2
mj2n˜j2 =
∑
k2
mk2n˜k2 ≡ T32 (19)
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Tachyonic scalars arise only at intersections between stacks a and b which have
the same Chan-Paton factor pa = pb. Thus, Higgs doublets, which are needed to give
mass to the fermionic matter, arise at (2i1) and (2i2) intersections. With D5-branes,
chiral fermions arise only at intersections with pa 6= pb. Thus to obtain (doublet and
singlet) leptons, we also require U(1) stacks in the sets J and/or K. We consider
here models with not more than one stack in each of the classes I1, I2, J1, J2, K1, K2.
Then the consistency of eqns (12,14,16,18) requires that
(T21 − n2)(T31 − 3n˜2) = ni1m˜i1mi1n˜i1 = (T11 − n2n˜2)(T41 − 3) (20)
T21T31 = nj1m˜j1mj1n˜j1 = T11T41 (21)
T21T31 = nk1m˜k1mk1n˜k1 = (T11 − 1)T41 (22)
so that
T41 = 0 = T21T31 = 3T11 − n2T31 − 3n˜2T21 (23)
Using the first of these the (2i1) intersection numbers are
I2i1 ≡ n2mi1 − 3ni1 = T21mi1 (24)
I˜2i1 ≡ n˜2m˜i1 − n˜i1 =
1
3
T31m˜i1 (25)
so using the second of eqns (23) we see that at least one of the intersection numbers
is zero. In the same way we can show that
T42 = 0 = T22T32 = 3T12 − n2T32 − 3n˜2T22 (26)
and hence that I2i2 ≡ I2i2 I˜2i2 = 0. However, unlike the situation for intersecting
D4-brane models, this does not necessarily imply that such models have no Higgs
doublets. The vanishing of the intersection number on one of the tori means that
on that torus the 1-cycles wrapped by the two stacks are parallel. Provided that
the 1-cycles on the other torus do intersect, scalar doublets arise, and for sufficiently
small separation between the parallel 1-cycles, these states are tachyonic [9, 8]. Thus,
in general in D5-brane models, we obtain scalar tachyons at intersections of stacks a
and b (with pa = pb) for which Iab and I˜ab are both non-zero, and we have the freedom
to obtain scalar tachyons at intersections where either Iab or I˜ab, but not both, are
zero.
To ensure that Higgs doublets arise at the (2i1) intersection, either T21 or T31,
must be non-zero. Suppose first that T21 = 0, so from (23) n2T31 = 3T11 6= 0. Since
n2 6= 0 mod 3, it follows that T31 = 3p with p 6= 0 an integer, and T11 = n2p. Then
eqn (12) shows that nj1 6= 0, and eqn (16) requires m˜j1 = 0. We shall see shortly
that the replication of any stack gives too many U(1) factors in the gauge group
to yield just the standard model. To avoid replication of the j1 stack we therefore
require n˜j1 = ǫj1 ≡ ±1. We can then solve eqns (12, 19) to give nj1 = ǫj1n2p
and mj1 = ǫj13p. To avoid replication we therefore require that the common factor
p = ±1. The arbitrary overall sign factor ǫj1 in each of the four wrapping numbers
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Stack a na ma n˜a m˜a
i1 n2 3 p− n˜2 −1
j1 n2p 3p 1 0
k1 n2p− 1 3p 1 0
i1 n2 − p 3 −n˜2 −1
j1 1 0 n˜2p p
k1 1 0 n˜2p− 1 p
Table 2: Wrapping numbers for the stacks i1, j1 and k1. At the top T21 = 0, T31 =
3p, T11 = n2p, and at the bottom T21 = p, T31 = 0, T11 = n˜2p. In both cases p = ±1.
A further overall, arbirary sign ǫa = ±1 is understood for each stack a = i1, j1, k1.
of the stack represents a symmetry which is present for all stacks, since changing the
sign of na, ma, n˜a and m˜a for any of the stacks a ∈ I ∪ J ∪ K leaves eqns (12) ..
(19) invariant. The total intersection number Iab is unaffected by these phases, and
so therefore is the spectrum. Proceeding in this way, we may similarly solve for the
wrapping numbers of the j1 and k1 stacks. The solution is given in the top half of
Table 2. The bottom half gives the solution for these stacks when T31 = 0, T21 = p 6= 0
and T11 = n˜2p. To avoid triplication of gauge group facors, we require in either case
that
n2 = −p mod 3 (27)
Table 3 gives the analogous results for the i2, j2 and k2 stacks, and to avoid triplication
we require
n2 = q mod 3 for T22 = 0 (28)
n2 = −q mod 3 for T32 = 0 (29)
Evidently there are four classes of models obtained by combining one of the
options in Table 2 with one of the options in Table 3. For no choice of the parameters
can any of the stacks in Table 2 or 3 be absent. Thus a minimum of eight stacks
is required, and in fact this a general result, even if we allow more than one stack
in some of the sets [14]. In the first instance all such eight-stack models have gauge
group U(3)×U(2)×U(1)6. By construction the standard model gauge group SU(3)c×
SU(2)L×U(1)Y survives the Green-Schwarz mechanism that gives string-scale masses
to some of the original (eight) U(1) gauge bosons. In addition, it is easy to see that
the symmetry U(1)X , associated with the the sum of the charges
X =
∑
a
Qa (30)
also survives as a gauge symmetry. However, this is uncoupled to all of the matter
and gauge fields, and so is physically unobservable. It remains to determine whether
6
Stack a na ma n˜a m˜a
i2 n2 3 q − n˜2 −1
j2 n2q 3q 1 0
k2 n2q − 2 3q 1 0
i2 q − n2 −3 n˜2 1
j2 1 0 n˜2q q
k2 1 0 n˜2q − 2 q
Table 3: Wrapping numbers for the stacks i2, j2 and k2. At the top T22 = 0, T32 =
3q, T12 = n2q, and at the bottom T22 = q, T32 = 0, T12 = n˜2q. In both cases q = ±1.
A further arbitrary, overall sign ǫa = ±1 is understood for each stack a = i2, j2, k2.
any other U(1)s survive as gauge symmetries. Couplings to the form B
(k)
2 in (11) give
Green-Schwarz masses to the gauge bosons of the U(1) symmetries associated with
the two linear combinations of U(1) charge:
3Q1 −Qk1 − 2Qk2 + T11(Qk1 −Qj1) + T12(Qk2 −Qj2) (31)
n2n˜2(2Q2 −Qi1 −Qi2) + T11(Qi1 −Qj1) + T12(Qi2 −Qj2) (32)
Using eqns (23,26), the couplings to C
(k)
2 give a Green-Schwarz mass only to the gauge
boson of the single U(1) symmetry associated with the linear combination:
2Q2 −Qi1 −Qi2 (33)
For general values of T21, T22, T31 and T32 the remaining couplings to D
(k)
2 and E
(k)
2
generate Green-Schwarz masses for the combinations:
n2(2Q2 −Qi1 −Qi2) + T21(Qi1 −Qj1) + T22(Qi2 −Qj2) (34)
T21(Qk1 −Qj1) + T22(Qk2 −Qj2) (35)
3n˜2(2Q2 −Qi1 −Qi2) + T31(Qi1 −Qj1) + T32(Qi2 −Qj2) (36)
T31(Qk1 −Qj1) + T32(Qk2 −Qj2) (37)
Consider first the models obtained when T21 = 0 = T22, corresponding to
choosing the top option in both tables. Then the combination (35) vanishes, (34)
reduces to (33), and (36) reduces to (32). Thus only 4 of the original 8 U(1) gauge
bosons get Green-Schwarz masses, leaving 4 massless, gauged U(1)s. The same is
true of the models with T31 = 0 = T32, corresponding to choosing the bottom option
in both tables. We know that two of the surviving U(1)s are U(1)X and U(1)Y . The
latter is spontaneously broken when the Higgs doublets at the (2i1) and (2i2) inter-
sections acquire non-zero VEVs. Clearly not more than one further U(1) symmetry
can be broken by these VEVs, so there remains at least one, unwanted gauged U(1)
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symmetry that survives the electroweak symmetry breaking, and which is coupled to
the standard model matter.
If instead we choose T21 = 0 = T32, then in this case 6 of the original 8 U(1)
gauge bosons get Green-Schwarz masses, leaving just the massless, gauged U(1)X
and U(1)Y . Potentially this can yield a standard-like model. The consistency of the
conditions (27) and (29) for avoiding triplication requires
n2 = −p mod 3 = −q mod 3 (38)
It is straightforward to determine the spectrum, which is independent of p. As before
in the D4-brane case [13], the three generations of chiral matter include right-chiral
neutrino states, and there is additional vector-like leptonic, but not quark, matter.
We find
3(L+ L¯) + 6(ecL + e¯
c
L) + 3(ν
c
L + ν¯
c
L) (39)
There is also one Higgs doublet at the (2i1) intersections, and 3 Higgs doublets at the
(2i2) intersections. Less welcome are the 9 charged-singlet tachyons that arise, 3 at
each of the (i1i2), (j1j2) and (k1k2) intersections. These all arise from intersections
where both intersection numbers Iab and I˜ab are non-zero, and so, as noted earlier,
the tachyons cannot be removed from the spectrum by increasing the separation of
parallel 1-cycles. In general, the squared mass of a tachyon at an intersection of stack
a with stack b is given by [6]
m2ab = −
m2string
2π
∣∣∣∣∣
ǫIabR2/R1
|na −maR2/R1||nb −mbR2/R1|
−
ǫ˜I˜abR˜2/R˜1
|n˜a − m˜aR˜2/R˜1||n˜b − m˜bR˜2/R˜1|
∣∣∣∣∣
(40)
where R1, R2, R˜1 and R˜2 are the radii of the fundamental 1-cycles on the two tori on
which the D5-branes are wrapped;
ǫ ≡ 2| cos(θ/2)| and ǫ˜ ≡ 2| cos(θ˜/2)| (41)
with θ and θ˜ the angles between the vectors defining the lattices on the two tilted tori.
The above formula is valid provided that ǫ and ǫ˜ are small; this is required in any case
to ensure that the masses of the Higgs doublets are small compared with the string
scale. In principle, the contributions from the two tori can cancel leaving massless
states rather than tachyons. For this to happen for the charged-singlet tachyons at
the (i1i2), (j1j2) and (k1k2) intersections, the parameters must satisfy the conditions
ǫR2/R1
ǫ˜R˜2/R˜1
=
∣∣∣∣∣
x(p− x)
y(p− y)
∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣
x
y
∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣
p− x
2p− y
∣∣∣∣∣ (42)
where
x ≡ n2 − 3R2/R1, y ≡ n˜2 − R˜2/R˜1 (43)
These are all satisfied if
px =
3
2
= py or if px =
2
3
=
1
2
py (44)
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The 3 colour-triplet scalars that arise at the (1k1) intersection, as well as the one
at the (1k2) intersection, can be expunged by taking the separation between the
parallel 1-cycles to be sufficiently large. The allowed Yukawas satisfy selection rules
that derive from a Z2 symmetry associated with each stack of D5-branes. A state
associated with a string between the ath and bth stack of D5-branes is odd under the
ath and bth Z2 and even under any other Z2. It is easy to see that this selection rule
allows the Yukawa couplings of the Higgs doublets needed to generate mass terms at
renormalisable level for the three generations of chiral matter, including neutrinos.
However, there are no tree-level Yukawa couplings of the e¯cL states. None of the vector-
like ecL + e¯
c
L matter acquires a mass at renormalisable level, although the vector-like
νcL + ν¯
c
L matter does.
For the case T22 = 0 = T31, again only U(1)X and U(1)Y evade acquiring
Green-Schwarz masses and so survive as gauged symmetries. The consistency of (27)
and (28) now requires that
n2 = −p mod 3 = q mod 3 (45)
In this case we find the vector-like matter to be
3(L+ L¯) + 12(ecL + e¯
c
L) + 3(ν
c
L + ν¯
c
L) (46)
The total tachyonic Higgs, colour-triplet and charged-singlet scalar content is the same
as for the above model. In this case though, there are 3 Higgs doublets at the (2i1)
intersections, and one at (2i2); the colour-triplet scalars are similarly interchanged.
They are massless if
px = −
3
2
= −py or if px =
4
3
= −2py (47)
As for the previous case, there are Yukawa couplings of the Higgs doublets needed to
generate mass terms at renormalisable level for the three generations of chiral matter,
including neutrinos. Some, but not all, of the vector-like ecL + e¯
c
L matter acquires a
mass at renormalisable level, and again all of the vector-like νcL + ν¯
c
L matter does.
Ratios of the gauge coupling constants are independent of the Type II string
coupling constant λII . Thus
α3(mstring)
α2(mstring)
= |xy| (48)
Also, since
1
αY
=
1
3α3
+
1
2α2
+
1
αi1
+
1
αj1
+
1
αk1
(49)
we have for the T21 = 0 = T32 model that
α3(mstring)
αY (mstring)
=
1
3
+
1
2
|xy|+ |x(p− y)|+ |x|+ |px− 1| (50)
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Consistency with a low string scale requires that these ratios do not differ greatly
from the values measured [15] at the electroweak scale mZ
α3(mZ)
α2(mZ)
= 3.54 (51)
α3(mZ)
αY (mZ)
= 11.8 (52)
It is easy to find all solutions of these:
px = 4.78, −1.75, 2.41, −4.11
py = 0.74, −2.02, −1.46, 0.86 (53)
which can be satisfied with reasonable values of the parameters. For example, n2 =
−2 = 1 mod 3, R2/R1 = 0.93, n˜2 = 1, R˜2/R˜1 = 1.74. None of these solutions is close
to satisfying the conditions (44) for massless charged-singlet scalars, so the existence
of these tachyons is unavoidable in this model unless there are very large radiative
corrections.
For the T31 = 0 = T22 model, eqn (50) is replaced by
α3(mstring)
αY (mstring)
=
1
3
+
1
2
|xy|+ |(x− p)y|+ |y|+ |py − 1| (54)
and the solutions are obtained by interchanging px and py in (53). Again, it is
easy to satisfy these with reasonable values of the parameters. For example, n2 =
1, R2/R1 = 1.00, n˜2 = −1, R˜2/R˜1 = 0.75. In this case, the third solution is not
too far removed from satisfying the first condition in (47) and it is possible that the
effects of renormalisation group running and/or radiative corrections to the masses
could remove the charged-singlet scalar tachyons from the low-energy spectrum.
In conclusion, we find that requiring that the gauge boson associated with weak
hypercharge does not acquire a string-scale mass requires intersecting D5-brane mod-
els with at least eight stacks, if we are to get the standard model gauge group with no
additional, unwanted gauged U(1) symmetries, plus three (non-supersymmetric) gen-
erations of chiral matter. This parallels the situation in orientifold models, in which a
minimum of four stacks, plus their orientifold images, is required [8]. In this paper we
have studied models with just one stack in each of the sets I1, I2, J1, J2, K1, K2, and we
found two distinct classes of model. Both classes of model have extra vector-like lep-
tons, as well as charged-singlet scalar tachyons, and optional colour-triplet tachyons.
There are radiative corrections to the masses of both that might be sufficient to
render them non-tachyonic, without removing the Higgs doublets. For particular val-
ues of the wrapping numbers, both classes of model predict ratios of gauge coupling
constants close to those measured at the electroweak scale, thereby allowing the pos-
sibility of a nearby string scale, such as is required of non-supersymmetric theories
to avoid the hierarchy problem. For the model with T31 = 0 = T22, one choice of
the parameters comes close to removing the charged-singlet scalar tachyons from the
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low-energy spectrum. Both classes of model possess the Yukawa couplings of the
tachyonic Higgs doublets needed to generate masses at renormalisable level for three
generations of chiral matter including neutrinos. However, neither class of model
has masses at renormalisable level for all of the vector-like matter. The reason for
this undesirable feature is the mismatch in eqns (39) and (46) between the number
of L + L¯ pairs and the number of ecL + e¯
c
L pairs. All models have anomalous U(1)s
that survive as global symmetries. Their gauge bosons acquire string-scale masses via
the generalised Green-Schwarz mechanism. It is expected that TeV-scale Z ′ vector
bosons will be observable at future colliders, and precision electroweak data (on the
ρ-parameter) already constrain [16] the string scale to be at least 1.5 TeV. In par-
ticular, baryon number B = Q1/3 is anomalous and survives as a global symmetry.
Consequently, the proton is stable despite the low string scale. As before in the D4-
brane case [13], the Higgs boson fields are also charged under some of the anomalous
U(1)s that survive as global symmetries. Thus a keV-scale axion is unavoidable.
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